
Get involved and discover what's
ahead in your journey as a
volunteer with the United Nations

Sign up now and mark your calendar!

Visit the UNV Onboarding portal for comprehensive

information about your deployment and onboarding.
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https://www.unv.org/become-volunteer/onboarding


1 The UNV Onboarding Programme

Access to the Onboarding portal for UN Volunteers: The central

reference point for guidance on recruitment process and

onboarding. 90-days onboarding checklist, policy, templates,

learning programmes, and instructions to complete actions that get

volunteers off to a good start. Access the UNV Onboarding portal

here.

Guidance on interviews and recruitment: Online resources that

help candidates with job applications and CVs, interview

preparation and career planning.

UN and UNV mandatory online courses: Volunteers gain a clear

understanding of important regulatory requirements, security

measures, UN values and code of conduct.

Onboarding workshops: A live event to orient and connect UN

Volunteers, discover the role of UNV and UN Volunteers within the

UN, and connect and share experiences with the UNV community.

Orientation and induction by the UN host entity: This orientation

- in the agency you will serve - typically includes welcome, a tour of

the office, check-in process, introduction to the team, lots of

information and resources and of course briefings on the substance

of your assignment.

Onboarding is a critical moment that sets the stage for the experience

as a UN Volunteer - with a lasting impact on your engagement,

performance, and satisfaction with your assignment with the United

Nations. Onboarding is a journey and new volunteers need a map!

The Onboarding Programme for UN Volunteers offers:

Visit the UNV Onboarding portal for comprehensive

information about your deployment and onboarding.
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Visit the UNV Onboarding portal for comprehensive

information about your deployment and onboarding.
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2 The Onboarding Workshop

Connect with peers and become part of the UN Volunteer

community

Understand the role of UNV and UN Volunteers in the UN system

Understand the rights and responsibilities of UN Volunteers

WHY?
The purpose of this virtual workshop is to ensure a smooth

onboarding experience and prepare UN Volunteers for an

outstanding and positive experience.

WHO?
All national and international UN Volunteers including Youth,

Specialist, Senior and University Volunteers.

HOW?
The workshop is an interactive, virtual 2 hours and 15 minutes event.

Sessions will be delivered in either English, French or Spanish.

WHEN?
Volunteers will benefit most by joining the onboarding workshop

during the time between receipt of the UNV Letter of Offer and the

end of the first month of the assignment.

From January 2022 four workshops will be delivered on a monthly

basis taking into consideration the world’s different time zones.

Register here

https://www.unv.org/become-volunteer/onboarding
https://forms.office.com/r/vKQKnbeaqV
https://forms.office.com/r/vKQKnbeaqV

